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Actor Hrithik Roshan (Tanu Weds Manu Returns, Kabir Singh) makes his directorial debut
with Raanjhanaa, the first Hindi film to be based on the UP police officer facing rape

charges following the gang-rape of Jyoti Singh. With the script by David Dhawan, who has
worked with Roshans mentor Aamir Khan on quite a few films, the film addresses the

epidemic of sexual assaults on Indian women at a time when India is breaking away from
its deeply conservative culture. In 1973, an AAPS (All Assam Police Services) officer, who is
on a mission to clear the name of a young police officer accused of rape, is also accused of

rape and is about to be acquitted. The officer, Kundan, was the AAPSs most successful
detective, a man who could often win over and outsmart criminals and an effervescent

figure, Im sure Im not alone here in getting a tad bit attached to the film and desperately
hoping that it does justice to the real-life officer and his struggle, which is most definitely
worth honoring. Unfortunately, Im not alone in expecting more of a film that more closely
resembles D-day (2006) with all the over-the-top drama and melodrama of a soap opera

than a dramatization of a true life story. Roshans direction is a clear cut case of The X
Factor running roughshod over the material and hes not exactly the best fit for a character

hes only been given a few scenes with. Sonam Kapoor, the daughter of veteran Anil
Kapoor and a familiar face on this years Cannes red carpet for some assertive jewelry
choices, including an enormous jeweled nose ring, is well cast as Zoya, a bright young

Muslim girl whose parents are staunchly opposed to her relationship with the Hindu
Kundan. Abhay Deol (Road, Movie; Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara) doesnt leave much of an

impression as a third man in Kundan and Zoyas love triangle.
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a good way to measure the success of a love story is to ask yourself how much you want
its protagonists to end up together. raanjhanaa is about a young hindu boy in benares and
his unwavering love for a muslim girl who doesnt see him as anything more than a friend.

from the moment were first introduced to them as children him dressed as shiva, her
performing namaaz it becomes clear there can be no love story here. ladies and

gentlemen, the film raanjhanaa is a masterpiece. this is what we have all been waiting for,
a film from kannada cinema at a time when kannada cinema has been left to its own

devices. with 3 different tandems, all 3 of which have what it takes to be a star, this is the
film that indian cinema needs, and at last we have it. a film that has a story, a message,
and above all, a message to the audience. while the film may not be a patch on a well-

done hindi movie, it has its heart in the right place. the three protagonists (dhanush, zoya,
and akram) are fascinating. dhanush and zoya fall in love as children, and the film nicely
traces their journey from childhood to a later stage of life. the relationships are handled
with such empathy, and the actors are so believably human that you never feel like they
are acting. the only weakness is that the film is slightly manipulative at times (especially
towards the end) in order to drive a point home. at a time when kannada cinema is left to

languish, raanjhanaa is coming out of the gates swinging. with the directorial debut of
kannada superstar dhanush, and with the successful collaboration of his and zoya's long-
time love story, the film could well be the film that kannada cinema needs. 5ec8ef588b
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